
Global THEMIS Daytime IR mosaics [1,2] were methodically 
searched with the global crater database of Robbins and Hynek [3] 
overlaid.  Craters that displayed some or all of the following criteria 
[4-7] were identified as possible secondary craters (examples shown 
in the two “Example Secondary Craters” frames on this poster):

• entrained within a chain, elongate group, or has a “herringbone” ejecta 
pattern,

• highly elliptical with long axis radial to a much larger crater, and/or
• crater appears to be “scooped out” at an angle with shallower part radial 

to much larger crater.

Two caveats exist:
• it will under estimate the number 

of secondary craters because it 
only identifies morphologically 
distinct examples, and

• crater clusters produced by an 
atmospheric meteoroid breakup 
[8] may also be identified as 
probable secondaries.

This second caveat is not an 
issue because these are still cra-
ters that confound counts of 
single impact events.

To estimate a global value for the 
dominance of secondaries, two 
incremental crater size-frequen-
cy distributions (SFDs) were cal-
culated - one for primaries and 
one for secondaries (see dia-
gram to the right).   If the second-
aries’ SFD intersected and grew larger than the primaries’ for any 
given diameter, then that is considered the transition diameter.

To calculate this on a more useful regional basis, the planet was di-
vided into 15°x15° regions and SFDs were constructed for each.  A 
similar analysis was done within each bin if the bin contained at least 
50 craters.  We show these maps in the “Secondary Crater Domi-
nance” panel in the center of this poster.

Global SFDs for primary and second-
ary craters.  Lack of intersection 
means that morphologically identifi-
able secondaries do not dominate 
D>1 km globally on Mars.
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Secondary Crater Dominance

Global map of Martian craters larger than 1 km in diameter.  Craters in red are 
probable primaries, and craters in blue are probable secondaries.

Abstract
Primary impact craters (”primaries”) form when an extraplanetary object strikes the surface of another, excavating a cavity.  These occur randomly over planetary surfaces and are stochastic with time.  Secondary craters (”secondaries”) 
form from cohesive blocks launched from a primary that create craters spatially correlated with their parent primary, and they occur in a geologic instant.  This means that for many applications of craters - especially age-modeling - sec-
ondaries contaminate the population and must be excluded.  They are generally small, so many rely on D > 5 km craters on Mars as a “rule-of-thumb” cut-off to avoid contamination.  For many applications, this is not a viable option.  
To quantify at what diameter secondaries dominate over primaries, we have studied all Martian craters D ≥ 1 km [1] and classified them as primary or secondary.  We find the transition diameter is highly variable over Mars.

Maps showing the diameter, as a function of location, at which secondary craters 
are greater than a given percentage of primary craters.  Regions with <50 craters 
are excluded (transparent), and regions with no secondaries D > 1 km are grey.

From this survey, ≈20% of craters D≥1 km on Mars are secondaries, 
but there is no single global “transition diameter” at which secondaries 
dominate over primaries.

Globally, the transition diameter is far from uniform, with identifi-
able secondaries >50% the population of D ≥ 4-5 km craters around 
Lyot and Lomonosov craters and near the south pole.  But, they are 
<20% the population of D ≥ 1 km craters in areas such as Hellas, 
Chryse, Elysium basin, nor broad regions of the northern plains and 
southern highlands.  There appears to be no correlation with geologic 
unit, except in polar areas, though this may be a binning artifact.

Under the generous metric that secondaries are a problem when they 
are >20% the total population, this work shows secondary craters 
are a significant contaminant for 1-4 km-diameter craters across 
broad regions of Mars.  Researchers using these craters for age es-
timation and mapping must be especially cautious (see [7]).

It also must be emphasized that this work is for morphologically identi-
fiable secondary craters.  This means that there is very likely an even 
more extensive population of secondary craters than we identified 
that forms a “background field.”  The contamination by these likely can 
not be observationally determined and only estimated through model-
ing.  Whether they affect isochrons and crater-based chronologies is 
also an issue that needs further exploration.
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